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Use Case

As a developer or architect, you would like to learn the API Management capability of SAP Integration Suite. Why and how should one use it? How it helps manage your APIs? Using close-to-real scenario based learning methodology we help you gain expertise over the topic.

Current Position - What is the challenge?

With the emergence of cloud, mobile and social technologies, the massive influx of digital information is changing the way businesses are operating. More and more companies are facing the need to open up their data to end customers, business partners and technology partners. This need emanates from business requirements such as apps for employees, apps for customers, simplified integration with SaaS applications or business partners.

Destination - What is the outcome?

API Management provides one experience for managing and monitoring all APIs across various data platforms and is enriched with real-time analytics. It enables consumers to access relevant data directly in a secure manner. Selective data can be exposed while reducing the risk of security breaches. Rather than app developers consuming services directly, they access APIs created using API Management.

How You Get There - What is the solution?

API Management technology helps you to share digital assets and enable developer communities to consume these assets in new channels, devices, and user interfaces. Available in the cloud, the technology helps promote co-innovation among employees, partners, and the developer community. To gain better insights about consumer needs, you can empower employees and partners with access to critical information and increase reach to a wider customer base.

Introduction to the API Management capability within SAP Integration Suite

Manage the lifecycle of your APIs

APIs are digital building blocks for modern apps and open integrations. API Management supports full-lifecycle management of your APIs.
Thank you and see you next time!

Next in the SAP Garage:

- Date: **Wednesday, August 4th**
- Mission: **Create a modern user experience using SAPUI5 and the SAP Fiori launchpad**